Survey, Visualise, Integrate.

IMGS Location Publisher Mobile
Mobile Mapping Made Easy
Built on IMGS Location Publisher, IMGS Location Publisher Mobile provides a cost effective
way to easily share spatial data across the enterprise. It allows both staff and members of
the public to access and capture spatial data using Smartphone and Tablet devices over a
wireless connection.

By providing data capture tools through a connected solution, staff are able to update and
capture data in the field and instantly update back office databases, and other mobile users.
Location Publisher Mobile supports the latest in Smartphone and Tablet technology such as
the iPhone, iPad, Android and Windows Mobile and Tablet devices.
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Key Features
Support for WMS background mapping reloading, OSI Map Genie, Google Maps, Bing
Maps and Open Street Map
GPS Integration for quick navigation
Easy-to-use drag pan pinch zoom
Centralised data management
Secure: no data stored locally on device - updates back office databases instantly
Easy to create data entry forms using Form Builder

IMGS Location Publisher Form Builder is designed to give administrators the ability
to easily create data entry forms from features in a database.
Form builder allows the
administrator to configure
what data can be displayed
and edited on the data entry
form using simple input
controls such as Drop Down
Lists, Calendar Controls, Text
Boxes and Upload Controls.
Benefits of this tool includes;
quick and easy deployment of
form builder for efficient data
capture in the field, an overall
improvement in data quality
and a reduction of errors.

Why IMGS?
We are an Irish owned mapping and geographic information systems provider founded in
2002. We are the country’s leading provider of Internet GIS solutions and our Location
Publisher GIS portal is the market leader in the sharing of spatial data to the public.
Our team is made of GI industry experts with over 50 years’ experience. Customer
satisfaction is our main priority and we work very closely with our customers to develop a
solution that is just right for them.
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